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Skyrmions are the prime candidate as the information carrier of tomorrow’s data storage devices. But they face
the risk of annihilation on encountering a boundary. We show how skyrmions can avoid this undesired outcome
through management of their anisotropy energies. Speciﬁcally we derive an edge potential and a contact interaction term which only operate close to the edge. We verify the accuracy of these two terms by modelling a
realistic skyrmion system and comparing it with micromagnetic simulations. We not only observe and explain
the speeding up of skyrmions near the edge (which had been expected) but also observe and explain a peculiar
asymmetry in the motion (where it speeds up more on one edge compared to the other). We devise a means to
stabilize a skyrmion against Magnus force (without the need for a transverse current) by modifying the damping
parameters. Finally, we note a link between these damping parameters and the anisotropy energy. Our results
will be of value in the design of skyrmion-based devices and would give fresh impetus to the study of magnetic
anisotropy.
Signiﬁcance: Skyrmions are the prime candidate as information carrier of tomorrow’s ever ubiquitous data
storage devices. But they face the risk of annihilation on encountering a boundary. We propose a model for the
skyrmion-edge dynamics by deriving an edge potential and a contact interaction, which are incorporated into
the standard Thiele equation for the current-induced motion of skyrmions. We compare this model with micromagnetic simulations which leads us to observe and explain the speeding up of skyrmions near the edge. We
also observe and explain a peculiar asymmetry in the motion (where skyrmions speed up more on one edge
compared to the other) and discover the important role played by the damping constants of the Thiele equation.
We devised a means to stabilize a skyrmion against Magnus force (without the need for a transverse current) by
modifying the damping parameters. A connection with the anisotropy energy is noted.

1. Introduction
Today’s appetite for data and memory-device applications is being
largely quenched by spintronics-research ﬁndings from over the past
three decades, with current-induced phenomena in ferromagnets
playing a leading role. Within this arena, attention has recently shifted
onto the role of magnetic skyrmions in chiral helimagnets as information carriers [1]. Real devices are usually modelled upon planar geometries without boundaries but it is becoming increasing clear that
boundary eﬀects are not mere perturbations or harmless artefacts [2,3].
In fact the fate of skyrmions encountering a boundary is annihilation.
We show in this paper that skyrmions can move even faster along a
ﬁnite channel [4,5] and discuss how to optimize this circumstance.
Thus what is new in this work is the management of the edge dynamics
in conjunction with anisotropy engineering for the eﬃcient control of
skyrmion transport close to the track edge. These ﬁndings will be useful
in the design and utilization of skyrmion-based devices and would also
⁎
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stimulate further studies in magnetic anisotropy.
Magnetic skyrmions are stable nano-sized vortex-swirls in noncentrosymmetric crystals harbouring great promise as information
carriers and can be induced to motion under extremely low spin current
densities [6–8]. For reviews see Refs. [9,10]. They have been created
recently at room temperature and a demonstration of the controlled
writing and deleting of skyrmions by spin-current injection has been
lately achieved [11–13]. Skyrmions are produced in chiral magnets in
the presence of the Dzyaloshinkii-Moriya interaction (DMI) which is
also responsible in part for their remarkable stability [14]. In the past
two years, skyrmions stabilized without or only partially by the DMI
have been discussed and proposed as information carriers in the context
of frustrated magnets in nanostrips [12,14–17]. We will not focus on
these systems here.
Many applications of skyrmions as information carriers will require
them to move on a track. An acute problem already noted above is their
tendency to migrate toward an edge or boundary and annihilate there
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displacement. Still another possibility is the use of a magnetic potential
at the edges to conﬁne skyrmions [23]. Despite their manifest merits,
these all require additional elements integrated into the existing system.
In this paper we leave the track as is, but take advantage of the
properties of the track edge, suitably re-engineering its anisotropy energies, so that annihilation is avoided and the skyrmions close to the
edge are boosted forward faster those in the vicinity of the centre. We
will also see that the spin-orbit interaction’s role in the anisotropy energy is necessary in attaining these goals. A ﬁnite track is not inﬁnite
and a skyrmion is on the track only while it is traversing it and the
skyrmion-migration problem is gone once the track is cleared.
Because our focus here is on skyrmion transport on ﬁnite tracks, it is
important to establish early on the fundamental diﬀerence between
ﬁnite and inﬁnite tracks. Unlike the latter any ﬁnite track is not
translationally invariant. Translation invariance is invoked to argue
that skyrmions only experience the Magnus force, the dissipative force
and whatever potential forces are present [18]. But this may be lost
near an edge where left and right no longer pair. For any point on an
inﬁnite plane, a force from its left will be balanced by another from the
right. Elements present in the plane may disappear in the ﬁnite channel
and vice versa. Fig. 1(b–d) show how the plane is homeomorphic to a
sphere with one point deleted, whereas a ﬁnite track is homeomorphic
to a sphere with two points deleted (Fig. 1e–g). Moreover, we plot in
Fig. 2 the conﬁgurations of the magnetization, the DMI and exchange
ﬁelds on a track obtained from micromagnetic calculations; we see that
the centre, whose environment resembles a plane, diﬀers indeed from
the environment of a point near an edge/boundary: the thinner the
channel the greater that diﬀerence. Clearly the centre and edge environments are not merely diﬀerent but fundamentally inequivalent:
the axis-symmetry at the centre gives way to quasi-one-dimensional
dynamics in the direction perpendicular to the edge.
In Section 2 we propose an analytical model for the skyrmion-edge
dynamics by deriving expressions for the edge potential and contact
interaction. These are two special features that ﬁgure when skyrmions
are close to an edge. These are then incorporated into the standard
Thiele equation for the current-induced motion of skyrmions in a ﬁnite
channel. Armed with these tools we compare in Section 3.1 the model
with micromagnetic simulations which leads us to observe and explain
the speeding up of skyrmions near the edge. We also observe and explain a peculiar asymmetry in the motion (where skyrmions speed up
more on one edge compared to the other) and discover the important
role played by the damping constants of the Thiele equation in skyrmion transport. We devised in Section 3.2 a means to stabilize a skyrmion against Magnus force (without the need for a transverse current)
by modifying the damping parameters. Finally in Section 3.3 we suggest
future prospects and end with our conclusions.

Fig. 1. Skyrmion trajectory and topology of an inﬁnite plane and a ﬁnite
channel: (a) Skyrmion trajectory on a ﬁnite track under a forward current to the
right. The trajectory is generated from micromagnetic simulations which records positions at 0, 2, 4, 6 ns (see MethodsX, Section D). Note a drift upward
caused by the Magnus force which ultimately pushes the skyrmion to the upper
edge where it loses its topological protection and annihilates. (b) A plane is
topological equivalent to a sphere with its North pole removed as shown by the
homeomorphism between these surfaces via a stereographic projection from the
North Pole (c) and (d). Similarly a ﬁnite track can be rolled into a cylinder (e)
which in turn is homeomorphic to a hemisphere with a hole (f) or to a sphere
with two points deleted (g). Thus a ﬁnite channel is topological distinct from a
plane.

since they lose their topological protection at the edge. This is because
of the Magnus force whereby current-induced motion is accompanied
by a strong sideways force [19,20]. See Fig. 1(a). Skyrmions might
avoid wandering by an edge if thermally induced magnons are able to
cancel out the Magnus displacement [21]. However this scheme appears more complicated than the original system. Another way is for
two perpendicularly magnetized ferromagnetic sublayers to couple
antiferromagnetically with a heavy-metal layer beneath [22]. Skyrmion
pairs of opposite vorticity are simultaneously created in the top and
bottom layers and the pairs are capable of suppressing the Magnus

Fig. 2. Plots of the magnetization, exchange and DMI ﬁelds for a channel: (a) Variation of the out-of-plane magnetization across a ﬁnite width channel in a relaxed
state versus position X in the channel, obtained from micromagnetic simulation (with periodic boundary conditions along X). The channel width (horizontal
direction) is scaled to unity for any width. Colour gives the value of the reduced magnetization while the vertical axis gives the channel width. As noted in the
MethodsX Section D, simulations should be for channel widths greater than 10 nm to be reliable. (b) Variation of the DMI (top) and exchange (bottom) ﬁelds across a
15 nm wide channel. The presence of growing ﬁelds close to the edge induces chiral twists. At the centre the magnetization is axisymmetric while at the edge it can be
expected to display one-dimensional features in the direction perpendicular to the edge. These plots support the same conclusion in Fig. 1 that the plane and channel
have fundamentally distinct physical environments.
686
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2. Framework

x-direction). Hence at the edge we employ, instead of Eq. (1), the following free energy

2.1. Conﬁned skyrmion system

1
1 J
1
F [m] = ∫ d3x ⎧ r0 M 2 +
(∇M )2 + UM 4 ⎫
⎨
⎬
2
2
a
4
0
⎩
⎭

We begin with the standard Landau-Ginzburg free energy for the
unconﬁned skyrmion system, cast in terms of the local magnetic moment
M treated as a classical vector of ﬁxed length (due to translation invariance),

where J > 0 also occurred above and constants r0, and U > 0 are
anisotropy parameters, a 0 is the lattice spacing and M 2 is regarded as a
particle density. Close to Th, r0 (T) ∝ (T − Th) with a positive pre-factor.
Furthermore we interpret Eq. (2) to be the free energy for the normal
component of M [33], see also MethodX, Section A.
In the above approximate picture we observe the notable absence of
the DMI in Eq. (2). We know that in a one-dimensional theory at an
edge, it can be absent from the ﬁeld equation (see Section A of our
MethodsX). Although the DMI has a role to play (e.g., shaping the
skyrmion’s helicity and furnishing a length scale [2]) it is not crucially
inﬂuential in the dynamics at the edge (i.e., the inter-particle interaction at the edge which is our focus [15–18]). The DMI can be indirectly
included through the boundary condition at the edge [27], but this is
not required for our goal, namely, the transport problem (Section 2.2).
Unlike Eq. (1), F [m] describes a boson system (i.e., skyrmions) interacting via a quadratic and a quartic interaction. In the MethodsX section (Eq. (6)) we show that the solution of the ﬁeld equation for F [m]
for T < Th is (M is replaced by its normal component φ )

∂M ⎞
FLG [M ] = aM 2 + J (∇M )2−D ⎡ (y ̂ × z)̂ ∙ ⎛M ×
⎢
∂y ⎠
⎝
⎣
⎜

∂M ⎞ ⎤
−(x ̂ × z)̂ ∙ ⎛M ×
+ UM 4−B∙M
∂x ⎠ ⎥
⎝
⎦

(2)

⎟

(1)

J > 0 is the exchange coupling, and a and U are anisotropy couplings [24,25]. The interfacial DMI with coeﬃcient D arises from lack
of inversion symmetry in chiral magnets [26] . The last or Zeeman term
is from an external vertical magnetic ﬁeld B. Above a transition temperature Th the system is paramagnetic; below Th and for a range of B,
the skyrmion phase appears. This is implemented by taking a to be
negative below Tch and positive above, i.e., a ∝ (T −Th).
Eq. (1) describes well an eﬀective continuum theory for an inﬁnite
planar skyrmion system. Now near an edge it requires modiﬁcation
[27]. This was already implied at the end of Section I. In our context,
we are interested in the dynamics of skyrmions among themselves (not
on the structure of the skyrmion) in the neighbourhood of an edge/
boundary (assumed straight for simplicity). Moreover M is not constant
near the edge since there we lose translation invariance. The dynamics
of skyrmions close to an edge has been studied lately [2,28,29] where
the question of translation invariance is not taken up from the beginning. One of our main results, namely, the velocity enhancement close
to the edge, has also been noticed before but not in the broader context
of edge dynamics [30,31]. The role of magnons at the edge is not discussed here but was studied recently [32].
Before proceeding we highlight notions about stationary skyrmions
that are implicit in this work. Micromagnetic simulations bear out these
observations regarding inter-skyrmion interactions as well as their interaction with edges which we summarize in Fig. 3. There is no current
to begin with; we are interested in the dynamics of stationary skyrmions
within the channel. First, a skyrmion at the middle will remain there or
slowly move about (Fig. 3(a)). Close to an edge a skyrmion will tend
toward the interior (Fig. 3(b)). Two skyrmions positioned symmetrically at the centre will move apart (Fig. 3(c)) [27] as a consequence
of their dipolar repulsion. But the same pair, if close to the edge, will
tend to the interior (Fig. 3(d)). We conclude that the edge would repel a
skyrmion toward the interior (Fig. 3(e)).
Unlike Eq. (1), the theory we seek is one-dimensional, perpendicular
to the edge (taken as the y-direction, while the edge/boundary is in the

φ (y ) = ±

|r0 |
a
tanh |r0 | 0 (y−y0 )
U
2J

(3)

y0 being an arbitrary position near the edge (which can be determined
by an edge boundary condition) and U |φ|2 is the mean-ﬁeld potential,
4π ℏ2a

U = m s , m the skyrmion mass and as the s-wave scattering length
(positive for repulsive interactions) for binary collisions. This is the
origin of the edge contact interaction (see Eq. (4) below). Estimates of
Ua
the skyrmion radius and mass are 8πJ0 20 nm and 1 × 10−26 kg, respectively. (See MX, Section A.)
On account of solution (3) there is a one-dimensional potential close
to the edge (see also MX, Eq. (6))
Vedge (y ) =

1 |r0 |2
a
sech4 |r0 | 0 (y−y0 )
4 U
2J

(4)

y0 being where Vedge (y ) peaks [2]. This is the edge potential. It is not of
dipolar origin and is due to the interaction of skyrmions at the edge
among themselves, i.e. collisions; ultimately it can be traced to the
anisotropy energy (Section MX, Section A for discussion and references). A skyrmion approaching y0 from the interior experiences a repulsion but on clearing this point it experiences a push toward annihilation. It is convenient then to exploit the repulsive part to retain
skyrmions within the channel. Given the linear dependence of r0 on
T − Th we can choose an operating temperature T to optimize the
1 |r |2
strength of Vedge (y ) . For the edge potential we take V0 ≡ 4 U0 300 ms−1

Fig. 3. Micromagnetic simulations of stationary skyrmions in a channel without driving current: (a) A skyrmion positioned at the centre will stay there; (b) if the
skyrmion is close to the edge, it will move toward the interior; (c) two skyrmions at the centre will repel each other; (d) if the pair are close to the edge, both will tend
toward the interior. (e) Repulsive energies on a skyrmion close to the edge and between two skyrmions at the centre of the channel.
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and ξ ≡

|r0 |

a0
2J

≈0.4 nm−1.

2.3. Contact interaction
We estimate the magnitude of the boundary contact interaction, Eq.
(8),

2.2. Skyrmion transport
To deal with skyrmion transport on a track, the standard LandauLifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation at T = 0 is usually invoked

⎛ d + (vs ∙∇) ⎞ M = −γ M × Beff + α M × ⎛ d + β (vs ∙∇) ⎞ M
M
α
⎝ dt
⎠
⎝ dt
⎠

Beff =

δH
− δM

4

C=−

UC

g | e|

which is parallel to the applied current, and γ = 2m c the gyromagnetic
e
ratio [34]. Two dimensionless damping constants occur: the Gilbert
constant α (typically 0.1) and β (assumed to be 0.3), which encapsulates the coupling between spin-polarized current and magnetization of nonadiabatic origin [35,36].
Because Eq. (5) is quite opaque, we employ here the much simpler
Thiele equation, a mapped version of the former onto the skyrmion’s
steady-state translation modes [35]:

Gk = εijk ∫
× ∂j M is the gyro-coupling vector, which is
proportional to the topological winding number W = −1 per unit cell,
↔
 (n
 being the unit normal) and Dij = 1 ∫ d 2r 12 ∂i M·∂j M the
G = 4πW n

∫

d 2r

UC

⎞
∫ d2r M1 ∂i M·⎛⎝ ∂∂H
M⎠

1

∂M

∂M
∂x

In obtaining

)

We now discuss results obtained from the Thiele equation. Fig. 4(a)
presents trajectories for skyrmion motion on a ﬁnite channel. They
originate from the centre, the top and the bottom of the channel. Each
trajectory is independent of the others and exhibiting them in one graph
facilitates comparison. We assume skyrmions of radius 20 nm. All have
the same driving spin current and their trajectories are compared as
though in a race. Since the Magnus force pushes skyrmions up, a
downward compensating spin current vsy is applied to keep them on a
horizontal path. During its run a skyrmion might protrude slightly at
the edge but does not annihilate. Although vsy leads to a Magnus drift
along x, it is small ( 10 %) compared with that of C. We will see later
how the Magnus displacement can be mitigated without vsy . Our purpose here is to appreciate the eﬀect of C.
Interestingly and unexpectedly an asymmetry occurs in the dynamics with respect to the edges. For the top trajectory the skyrmion
speed is 10% larger than that at the centre while the skyrmion at the
bottom is slower by 15%. Clearly motion on the top is favoured while
motion on the bottom edge is not, if speed is our goal. The eﬀects of the
top and of the bottom are opposite: the top edge aids motion, whereas
the bottom deters it. On reversing the spin current, the edges exchange
roles.
The central skyrmion experiences neither C nor Vedge and serves as a
reference. Its velocity vdx (t ) is larger than the spin current velocity on
account of vsy. For the trajectories near the edges, C operates. The signs
of C are opposite for the edges since C is always directed toward the
centre, whichever the edge. C has the eﬀect of working against the spin
current at the bottom edge, whereas it works for the current at the top.
The drift velocity vdy (t ) decreases to almost zero due to Vedge (x). On the
other hand the eﬀect of Vedge (x) on vdx (t ) is slight.

(7)

vdx
(G 2 + αβD 2) vsx + GD (β−α ) vsy + {G ∂y Vedge (x ) + αD ∂x Vedge (x )−GC }
G 2 + α 2D 2
(9)

vdy
=

(

)−(x ̂ × z )·̂ (M × ) ⎤⎦.

3.1. Skyrmion trajectories with compensating current

We solve for the skyrmion drift velocity vd from Eq. (6) for a channel
(see Fig. 4 for geometry) and close to the edge where C and Vedge (x )
operate:

=

δ

∂M
∂y

3. Results

(8)

UC

(11)

= ∫ d 2r M ∂i M δ M ⎡y ·̂ M × ∂x ⎤ ≡ 0
⎣
⎦
UC
this result we used the fact that only the derivative across the strip (i.e.,
x-direction) can be nonzero for a planar system. This result means that
the DMI interaction does not lead to an edge contact force. However it
may have an eﬀect through a boundary condition which we do not
consider in this article. At any rate, the DMI eﬀect may possibly be of
higher order.

which involves Vedge and the last term. This last term vanishes for an
1 δH
inﬁnite plane because ℏ δM = 0 in that case, but is non-vanishing at an
edge. It is this term which distinguishes the ﬁnite channel from the
inﬁnite plane. We call it the contact interaction C (distinct from Vedge (x )
of Eq. (4)) since it originates from contact between the skyrmion and
the edge:

C≡−

⎣

UC

M

1
1 δH
∂i M·
M
ħ δM

(

δ
1
∫ d 2r M ∂i M· δ M ⎡ (y ̂ × z )·̂ M ×

dissipative dyadic [19]. The gyro-term harks back to the Berry phase
and pushes a skyrmion perpendicularly to its motion. It is the Magnus
force discussed above. It exerts a dominant inﬂuence on skyrmion drift.
The dissipation term sums up the skyrmion’s tendency toward regions
of lower energy, and originates from damping and nonadiabatic eﬀects.
It is not a topological invariant and is taken to be
↔
Dij = Dδij, D ≅ 5.577π ; i, j = x , y [37]. We have included a potential
term V, which models a pinning or external potential. At the edge, we
already saw the appearance of an edge potential Vedge (x ) (see Eq. (4)).
Another edge eﬀect originates from the fact that the edge is a diﬀerent
environment from the center of the track, as we discussed in Section 1
and early in this section. Thus, near an edge we invoke the following
form of the Thiele equation

↔
G × (vs−vd) + D (β vs−α vd) = −∇Vedge−

⎠

1012rad

(6)

UC

⎟

⎝

plying by γ ≈ 6T s (for the deﬁnition of γ see Eq. (5)) we obtain
C 160 nm/ns. However this estimate ignores dependence on the
magnetization direction and temperature eﬀects. (This value ﬁts with
our simulations.) It is clear that C can be varied through the anisotropy
energy, as is the case with parameters α and β.
Incidentally, if we apply Eq. (11) to the DMI we obtain

1
d 2r 3 M∙∂i M
M

2π

⎜

We are using the cubic anisotropy term. Working this out, , where ,
where L is the length along x-direction and y-integration is only over
that half of the skyrmion in contact with its neighbour and generates
the hard-core interaction (see also MX, Section A). Observe that the
integral over the whole skyrmion is not zero because M 2 here is symmetric about the origin. To obtain a numerical estimate we note that
UM4 is of order 103 J/m3. The saturation magnetization is of typically
4 × 104 A m−1 and using L = 40 nm we ﬁnd ULM 3 ≈ 10−9 T m. Multi-

(5)

is the eﬀective ﬁeld [11], vs the velocity of electrons

↔
G × (vs−vd) + D (β vs−α vd) = −∇V ,

⎞.
∫ d2r M1 ∂i M·⎛ 14 Uħ∂∂M
M

(G 2 + αβD 2) vsy−GD (β−α ) vsx + {−G ∂x Vedge (x ) + αD ∂y Vedge (x )−αDC }
G 2 + α 2D 2
(10)

We described Vedge (x) earlier (see Eq. (4)). C is a vector in the ydirection, and is non-zero only when the skyrmion approaches the edge.
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Fig. 4. Skyrmion trajectories along a channel
128 nm wide and 512 nm long. (a) Starting points
are at the left edge y = 34 nm; centre y = 64 nm;
and top edge y = 94 nm. All three have the same
forward current velocity vsx = 50 ms−1. These are
obtained using the Thiele equation. (b) The bottom
panel is obtained from micromagnetic simulations
with starting points: left edge y = 34 nm; centre
y = 64 nm; and top edge y = 94 nm. In both cases
the Magnus force is overcome by another spin current downward imparting an additional spin velocity component vsy to the skyrmion (see MethodsX,
Section C for more detail). Length and time are in
nm and ns, respectively.

To understand the physics, we write Eq. (6) as
↔
G × (vs−vd) + D (β vs−α vd) = Cy .̂ For greater clarity in this task we
omit for now the edge potential Vedge. This omission shows the condv
C
D
clusion more directly. The x-component is: dtdx ≈ vsx + G (β−α ) vsy ± G ,
top
±=
which shows that C plays the role of a driving force in the xbottom
direction. If we wish to see larger velocity enhancement we increase C.
For results for other current velocities see MX, Section C. These latter
results bear out the same conclusions given above and further reinforce
them.
The analytical results above are also well corroborated by numerical
simulations whose results are shown in Fig. 4(b). Speciﬁc details about
these simulations have been relegated to the MX, Section D.

clearer with the other plot showing the transverse velocity vdy against x.
The transverse velocity vdy = −2 ms−1 at the start, drops to almost
zero toward the end. Vedge , which is repulsive at some distance from the
edge, caused this drop. The skyrmion keeps within the track and only at
the end does its rim protrude slightly. The drift velocity vdx ≈ 60 ms−1
and is increasing at the end reaching a value 20% higher than the spin
current velocity. This is the edge-induced velocity enhancement mentioned above. With a suitable choice of α and β we can mitigate considerably the eﬀect of the Magnus force and do away with a transverse
spin velocity vsy of the injected current (previously imposed in Fig. 4).
Furthermore an additional advantage is an enhancement of the forward
drift velocity. In MX, Section C, we give examples of velocity enhancement reaching 50%.

3.2. Skyrmion trajectories without compensating current

3.3. Beyond the Thiele equation

In Fig. 4 the Magnus force was compensated by a transverse current.
To employ skyrmions in memory devices, it very useful to do away with
this stratagem. We now turn to this goal and will see how Vedge plays an
important role. From Fig. 5(a), we observe that vdy decreases by setting
vsy to zero and allowing α to increase while β is simultaneously decreased. To mitigate the Magnus eﬀect, it is not necessary for vdy to
vanish; it suﬃces that vdy is small so that at the edge, Vedge stops the
transverse drift. Guided by this insight, we set vsy = 0 and choose
α = 0.17 and β = 0.23, keeping the same values for vsx, V0 and C. (This
change in α and β will be attributed to the anisotropy; see below.) From
these, we have vdy ∼ −2 ms−1, at time t = 2 ns, which is small enough
to be balanced by Vedge. The trajectory, shown in the multi-coloured
track of Fig. 5(b), straightens toward the end due to Vedge. This becomes

Fig. 6 shows trajectories from the centre of the track of Fig. 4, but
without the compensating current vsy and for α = 0.1 and β = 0.3. These
were obtained by micromagnetic simulation. Unlike Fig. 4, it is the
forward current density J that is changing here. Two important observations are clear: (a) motion is accelerating as the skyrmions approach the edge; (b) the accelerations are current dependent and even
decrease with current density. The ﬁrst observation can be easily explained by the term G ∂y Vedge (x ) in Eq. (8) (with y0 at the edge), which
shows that acceleration grows faster as the skyrmion nears the edge.
Our analytical model does not capture some details about the edge. The
second, however, is quite new and would possibly require amending the
LLG equation. These point to future work; see also Ding et al. [38].

Fig. 5. Density plot of transverse drift velocity vdy at time t = 2 ns and trajectory for zero transverse-spin-current: For both plots transverse spin velocity is vsy = 0
while forward spin current vsx = 50 ms−1. (a) Horizontal and vertical axes give α and β respectively while colour gives drift velocity vdy. This shows a trend toward
smaller vdy as α increases and β decreases from their initial values 0.1 and 0.3. (b) Skyrmion trajectory close to the top edge where colour gives the forward velocity
vdx (or ẋ ). The second plot show x versus the transverse velocity vdy (or ẏ). We chose α = 0.17, β = 0.23 and set vsy = 0. Note the eﬀect of Vedge(x) in negating the
transverse drift toward the end of the run. These results were obtained using the Thiele equations.
689
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with the management of the anisotropy energy can eﬀect eﬃcient and
fast transport of skyrmions on a ﬁnite track. Another edge eﬀect, Vedge,
is weaker than the contact interaction but plays an assisting role in the
dynamics.
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